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In this investigation we identify relationships between human and automated face recognition systems with respect to compression. Further, we identify the most influential scene parameters on the performance of each recognition system. The work includes testing of the systems with compressed Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) footage, consisting of quantified scene (footage) parameters. Parameters describe the content of scenes concerning camera to subject distance, facial angle, scene brightness, and spatio-temporal busyness. These parameters have been previously shown to affect the human visibility of useful facial information, but not much work has been carried out to assess the influence they have on automated recognition systems. In this investigation, the methodology previously employed in the human investigation is adopted, to assess performance of three different automated systems: Principal Component Analysis, Linear Discriminant Analysis, and Kernel Fisher Analysis. Results show that the automated systems are more tolerant to compression than humans. In automated systems, mixed brightness scenes were the most affected and low brightness scenes were the least affected by compression. In contrast for humans, low brightness scenes were the most affected and medium brightness scenes the least affected. Findings have the potential to broaden the methods used for testing imaging systems for security applications. 
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1.	INTRODUCTION 
The police use both human (i.e. visual examinations) and automated (i.e. face recognition systems) systems for the completion of face identification tasks. Uncontrollable environmental conditions, such as variable lighting encountered by CCTV camera systems, create challenges on the usefulness (in terms of visibility of facial information) [1] of the reproduced imagery. The usefulness of the imagery is further compromised by compression, implemented to satisfy limited storage capacity of CCTV recording systems, or transmission bandwidths. In order to make use of the already available vast amount of video CCTV data, [2, 3] automated face recognition systems should be aiming to work efficiently with imagery obtained under uncontrollable environmental conditions and compression. CCTV imagery is used in UK courts as documentary evidence [4] and it has been found to have an effective impact on conviction of crimes [5].

Image usefulness is associated with image quality and relates to the suitability of the imagery to satisfy a specific task [6]. In this context, the specific task requires the suitable facial information to remain in the compressed image in order to allow human and automated recognition systems to identify a person. This suitable facial information might differ between human and automated recognition systems. Adler and Dembinsky [7] have shown that low brightness facial images (low key scenes) have scored the lowest by humans in terms of image usefulness, but not by automated algorithms. Furthermore, Aggarwal et al. [8] have identified that face recognition systems performed differently on different datasets due to the dissimilar parameters of the facial imagery under each dataset. Most face recognition systems are evaluated based on their performance of correct identification from large datasets and the individual parameters of each facial image is not considered  ADDIN EN.CITE [9, 10].   

The aim of this investigation is to identify relationships between human and automated face recognition systems with respect to compression. Further, to identify the most influential scene parameters on the performance of each recognition system. The work includes testing of the systems with compressed footage (i.e. 25 scenes compressed with H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard) consisting of quantified scene (footage) parameters. These include measures of camera to subject distance, angle of the face to camera plane, scene brightness, and spatio-temporal busyness. These parameters have been previously shown to affect the human visibility of useful facial information [1], but no much work has been carried out to assess the influence they have on automated recognition systems. 

Results and test material previously obtained from a human investigation [1] are also used here. Thus, in the present investigation four systems have been assessed, one human face recognition (HFR) system, and three basic automated face recognition (AFR) systems [11]: a) Principal Component Analysis (PCA), b) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and c) Kernel Fisher Analysis (KFA). PCA and LDA use linear subspace projection techniques (i.e. from the input space to the feature space). LDA is an execution of the Fisherface technique [12] and a PCA step is implemented before LDA. PCA utilizes the Eigenface technique as explained in [13]. KFA is a nonlinear variation of LDA and was initially introduced in  ADDIN EN.CITE [14]. 





The aim of the human study was to derive acceptable bitrates from five CCTV recording systems installed on London buses (i.e. these systems used proprietary formats based on the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard) [1]. Before testing the CCTV systems, a consumer quality implementation encoder (MPEG Streamclip with H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard) was employed, to act as a filter in identifying the most affected scenes by compression from out of a total of twenty-five initially tested scenes. The filtering step was implemented in order to reduce the number of scenes to test the five CCTV recording systems and as a result the experiment viewing time for the observers. The identified most affected scenes were six and were these perceived (by the observers) to require relatively less compression than the remaining test scenes in the dataset, in order to maintain useful facial information. Only these six scenes were finally used to test the five CCTV recording systems. 

The test material in this current investigation consists of different formats (reference and degraded) and implementations of H.264/MPEG-4 AVC. The following material were utilized: 

A.	Twenty five reference “uncompressed” scenes. The reference “uncompressed” format was compressed using MPEG-2 at approximately 25Mbits/s, 25 frames per second (25fps), and 4:2:0 chroma subsampling. This compression was applied to the original recorded footage (i.e. DV format) in order to provide the test scenes on a DVD to the CCTV suppliers for the testing of the CCTV systems. Empirical studies showed no visible difference between the original recorded (DV format) and the assigned reference (MPEG-2 format) footage [1].  
B.	Twenty five scenes, compressed with MPEG Streamclip implementation. The compression bitrates used were at 25fps, with video coding standard H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, and approximately the following in kilobits per second (kbps): 300, 400, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000;
C.	 The six most affected scenes, compressed with five CCTV recording systems.  The compression bitrates used were at 4fps, with video coding standard H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, and approximately the following in kbps:  10, 160, 352, 544, 736, 928, 1120, 1312, 1504. 

Overall four face recognition systems have been assessed with these test material, one human face recognition (HFR) system, and the three basic automated face recognition (AFR) systems mentioned in section 1 (Introduction). 

Figure 1 and Table I provide information relating to the content of the 25 scenes (named s1 to s25) included in the test material. Figure 1 provides a visual illustration, whereas Table I lists the groups that each scene belongs to after applying the scene characterization techniques reported in [1]. Each scene was of a 20 second duration, to enable the compressor to adjust to the specific scene characteristics (i.e. video compression algorithms apply temporal information reduction). In this duration, a face that appeared in 8 images at an approximately consistent subject to camera distance, angle of the face to the camera plane, and constant illumination, was selected. The characterization techniques were applied on local (i.e. on the 8 images of the face) and global (i.e. on the entire scene) scene contents.  In summary, the characterization included the following four groups:

I)	Camera to subject distance. This local property was derived objectively, by measuring manually the inter-pupillary distance, in pixels. Scenes were classified empirically into two groups: a) close (approx. 40 pixels distance), and b) far (approx. 20 pixels distance) 
II)	Brightness. This local property was derived objectively from measuring skin lightness using the CIELAB L* metric. The scenes fell into 5 groups of L* measurements using two types of illumination (daylight and bus illumination): a) Medium lightness (bus illumination): L* 50 b) Medium lightness (daylight): L*  50,  c) Low lightness (daylight): L*  10, d) High lightness (daylight): L* 90, and e) Mixed lightness (daylight): approximately half of the face had L* 90 and the other half L* 50.
III)	Angle of face to camera plane. This local property was deduced subjectively, by visual inspection. Two groups were derived: tilted angle and frontal angle. 
IV)	Busyness. This global property was deduced objectively, by implementing an ITU specification measure [15] to derive the spatial and temporal properties of the scenes. The following four groups were created: a) High Spatial – High Temporal: spatial value > 14.58 and temporal value > 27.16, b) High Spatial – Low Temporal: Spatial value > 14.58 and temporal value < 27.16, b) Low Spatial – High Temporal: Spatial value < 14.58 and the temporal value > 27.16, and c) Low Spatial – Low Temporal: Spatial value < 14.58 and the temporal value > 27.16. 

In the investigation with humans [1], experienced civilian analysts and police staff (i.e. in total 27 observers) were polled to give their opinion on what they considered to be acceptable reduction of information from an uncompressed reference source by answering with a yes or no to the question “Is the compressed version (s) as useful as the reference source in terms of facial information? The obtained results have scores of 1 to the yes responses and 0 to the no responses.  


Figure 1. The 25 scenes grouped based on skin lightness

Similarly to the human investigation, the automated systems were assessed based on similarity score distance (between a degraded image from its reference version) and not on correct identification/recognition rate. Similarity scores provide a distance measure of facial information between two images of faces, or biometric signatures [16, 17] The three AFR systems under investigation were executed using a publicly available MATLAB face recognition toolbox  ADDIN EN.CITE [11, 18, 19]. 


Table I. Summary of scene grouping. Each scene from Figure 1 belongs to different groups. 
The totals indicate the total number of scenes in the specific group. 
Group name 	Scene Name	Totals
Camera to Subject Distance
Close	S1, S2, S3, S6, S7, S11, S12, S15, S16, S20, S21, S22	12
Far	S4, S5, S8, S9, S10, S13, S14, S17, S18, S19, S23, S24, S25	13
Scene Brightness 
Medium Lightness Bus illumination (Bus)	S1, S2, S3, S4, S5	5
Medium Lightness Daylight illumination (Medium)	S6, S7, S8, S9, S10	5
Low Lightness Daylight illumination (Low)	S11, S12, S13, S14	4
High Lightness Daylight illumination (High)	S15, S16, S17, S18, S19	5
Mixed Lightness Daylight illumination (Mixed)	S20, S21, S22, S23, S24, S25	6
Angle of Face to the Camera plane
Frontal	S1, S2, S3, S6, S7, S9, S11, S12, S13, S16, S17, S23, S24	13
Tilted 	S4, S5, S8, S10, S14, S15, S18, S19, S20, S21, S22, S25	12
Scene Busyness
Low Spa. Low Temp.	S1, S2, S3, S4, S7	5
Low Spa. High Temp.	S5, S6, S20, S21	4
High Spa. Low Temp. 	S8, S9, S15, S18, S23, S24, S25	7
High Spa. High Temp.	S10, S11, S12, S13, S14, S16, S17, S19, S22	9

The testing of the AFR systems included the following actions:

1. Normalization of facial images. The footage of all 25 scenes (reference and degraded) was converted, with the MPEG Streamclip software, into a sequence of color still images in TIFF uncompressed format. As mentioned above, each scene included a consistent face that appeared in 8 images. These 8 images were used to extract only the facial regions, based on eye coordinates (i.e. these were the same among reference and degraded images with MPEG Streamclip encoder). Later, the extracted facial regions were normalized in terms of geometry (i.e. orientation), size (i.e. rescaled to 125x125 pixels) and were saved as color images, in TIFF format (see Figure 2). This has resulted in the normalization of 8 images for each scene (single individual) and each type of footage (reference and degraded with MPEG Streamclip encoder). Initial tests have indicated that size and representation (i.e. color/grayscale - grayscale images produced lower matching scores than color images) of facial regions influence the derived matching scores, thus these were kept constant. 


Figure 2. Extraction (left image) and normalization (right image) of facial region.

2. Creation of the gallery dataset for the testing of the AFR systems.  A single dataset was created for the testing. The dataset was represented with a single folder, consisting with 25 subfolders, corresponding to each of the 25 scenes in Figure 1. Furthermore, each subfolder consisted of 149 facial region images (as right image in Figure 2). More specifically, the 149 facial images in each subfolder were in the following order: a) 8 images from the reference (MPEG-2 format), b) again 8 images from the reference (MPEG-2 format), c) 8 images from the original recorded “uncompressed” (DV format), d) 8 images from each of the 10 compressed types using the MPEG Streamclip implementation (at kbps: 300, 400, 600, 800, 100, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000), and e) the remaining images were derived from the five CCTV recorders for the six identified most affected scenes; the remaining scenes included repetitions of the reference (in order to create balancing number of images in the subfolders). Results obtained from the CCTV recorders will not be presented here but in a future work.  

Inclusion of the images from the CCTV recorders did not affect the similarity scores (these were perceived, in the human investigation, to have a different quality from that of the MPEG Streamclip encoder). For example, the similarity scores were the same between the gallery dataset under investigation and a dataset that included instead of the images from the CCTV recorder (for the six most affected scenes) repetitions of the reference. Number and size of subfolders influence the derived matching scores, but not the order of subfolders, or the order of the images in the subfolders. It was considered important to include all the degraded footage (from MPEG Streamclip and CCTV recorders) in order to follow the methodology / steps implemented in the human investigation.

3. Testing of the AFR systems. There is a variety of testing procedures to evaluate automated systems [9, 20]. In this investigation, the entire aforementioned gallery dataset was processed by the AFR systems. The first 8 images, for each scene/subfolder, corresponded to the facial images in the reference format and were used to train the AFR systems (these are called enrolls or known faces). The remaining images (from all subfolders) in the gallery dataset acted as the probes, or unknown faces. Every single image that belonged to the known faces was compared against every single image of unknown faces and the produced similarity scores were presented in a matrix form. The distance/similarity between two biometric signatures was calculated using the Euclidian distance. The latter, in comparison to other distance measures (i.e. cosine mahalanobis, cosine, City block distance), provided more cohesive values among the three AFR systems. 





Where x​​i, is a single similarity value in a sample x​​, and min(x) and max(x) correspond to the minimum and maximum values of that sample respectively. The sample consists of all the similarity values obtained from the entire testing of the gallery dataset for each AFR system.  Figure 3, illustrates an example relating to the generated similarity matrices from the automated systems. As mentioned previously, each scene contained 8 consistent facial images of the same individual. In Figure 3, similarity scores are obtained between the eight known facial images (in reference format) with the eight unknown facial images (in reference format) and with the eight unknown facial images (in H.264/MPEG-4 AVC at 300kbps format) from scene 1. The average value of the derived similarity scores between each two set of 8 images (8 known × 8 unknown) was used for further analysis. 
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Figure 3.  Example of the generated similarity matrices. The values are the derived similarity scores obtained between the eight known facial images from scene 1 (in reference format) with the eight unknown facial images from scene 1 in the reference format (Unknown_Ref) and in H.264/MPEG-4 AVC at 300kbps format (Unknown_300). The average value is obtained from averaging the similarity scores between each two set of 8 images (8 known × 8 unknown).  
3.	Results
The analysis of the results has been divided into three parts. The first part includes an analysis on the global performance of each recognition system with respect to compression (section 4.1); the second part involves a detailed analysis on the performance (based on the grouped parameters in Table I) of each recognition system with respect to compression (section 4.2); and the third part identifies the most influential scene parameters (using an analysis of variance) on the performance of each recognition system and each combination of reference/degraded footage (e.g. H.264/MPEG-4 AVC at 300kbps) (section 4.3).

4.1 Global performance of recognition systems 

The global performance of the systems was modeled using nonlinear regression for the data from the AFR systems (i.e. as data belong to Gaussian distribution and a nonlinear relationship was identified between compression rate and matching scores) and logistic regression for the data from the HFR system (i.e. as data belong to binomial distribution and required the use of a weighting function) [21]. In Figure 4, from left to right, the four graphs represent results obtained from face recognition systems AFR- LDA, AFR- KFA, AFR – PCA, and HFR respectively.  In all graphs, the raw data (matching scores for AFR and proportion of yes responses for HFR) of all the 25 scenes are plotted vs. the different levels of compression (in ln kbps) and the reference (displayed separately and next to the main graphs). The lines in the graphs are regression models obtained from modeling the raw data. All the statistical analysis of results, in this section, section 4.2 and section 4.3 were curried out in R software for statistics [22]. 





Where a and b are the intercept and slope correspondingly, of the logistic regression model. Eq. 2 was transformed to a linear function before modeling the human data. The linearization involved the substitution of the proportions (p) with odds (p/q, where p are the yes responses and where q the no responses) and the use of natural logs [23, 24]. 

Eq. 2 was also used in the nonlinear regression modeling without linearization (using the nls function in R) of the raw data for the AFR systems, in order to keep the statistical analysis constant among all the face recognition systems. Also, Eq. 2 seemed to fit the raw data from the AFR systems well. 

Table II, includes details of the fitted regression models from Figure 4. The first column provides the system name. The second and fifth columns provide information on the derived coefficients of each model (A - intercept and B - slope). Their next columns provide the calculated standard error on the coefficients (STD). Where Pr(>|T|) is the statistical p value identifying any significant trends (Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).  For example, the results in Table II indicate a significant correlation between matching scores and compression rate for AFR systems LDA and KFA, but not for PCA (this is also visible from the graphs in Figure 4). Furthermore, a significant correlation between the proportion of yes responses and the compression rate for the HFR system is derived. Comparing the derived coefficients, along with their associated calculated standard error, of all the face recognition systems, indicates that the systems have performed differently.  For example, the derived models from the recognition systems do not overlap when comparing coefficients and their associated errors. Also, raw data points for systems AFR-PCA and HFR are more scattered than AFR systems LDA and KFA. 


Figure 4. Analysis of global performance. The raw data (matching scores for AFR and proportion of yes responses for HFR) of all the 25 scenes are plotted with respect to the different levels of compression (in ln kbps) and the reference (displayed separately and next to the main graphs). The lines in the graphs are regression models obtained from modeling the raw data.








4.2 Detailed analysis on the performance of recognition systems 

This section includes a detailed analysis on the performance of each recognition system for each group of scene parameters in Table I (e.g. close and far parameters of the camera to subject distance group). Figures 5 to 8 include raw points and their fitted regression models (nonlinear regression models for AFR systems and logistic regression for the HFR system), as in section 4.1 and Figure 4, but this time is based on scene parameters. For example, in Figure 5 the behavior of the recognition systems under the angle of the face to camera plane group with respect to compression rate is investigated. The grey points represent raw data and grey lines represent fitted regression models for the frontal parameter and the black points represent raw data and black lines represent fitted regression models for the tilted parameter. Further, the raw data (y- axis: matching scores for AFR and proportion of yes responses for HFR) of each scene parameter under the angle group is plotted with respect to compression rate (x- axis: in ln kbps)

Tables III to VI provide details of the fitted regression models in Figures 5 to 8 respectively. The coefficients of the fitted models, A and B, together with their associated calculated standard errors, STD, are used for model comparison. For example, both coefficients A and B in Table III of the LDA system between the tilted fitted model (A= -6.759 +/- 0.462 and B= 1.449+/- 0.076) and the frontal fitted model (A= -7.821 +/- 0.566 and B= 1.644+/- 0.095) do not overlap, so the models appear to be different. Thus, the scenes that include the tilted parameter have produced lower matching scores from the scenes with the frontal parameter with respect to compression rates. For systems KFA and PCA the coefficients of the models representing the tilted and frontal parameters overlap indicating no difference between tilted and frontal scenes. The models do not overlap for the HFR system but this time the frontal scenes have produced lower scores (less yes responses) than the tilted scenes with respect to compression rate. 

Figure 5. The angle of face to camera plane group. For all graphs, the raw data points (x- axis: matching scores for AFR and proportion of yes responses for HFR) are plotted with respect to compression rate (y- axis: in ln kbps). The black points (*) and lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the tilted angle parameter. The gray points (*) and lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the frontal angle parameter.   









Figure 6. Camera to subject distance group. For all graphs, the raw data points (x- axis: matching scores for AFR and proportion of yes responses for HFR) are plotted with respect to compression rate (y- axis: in ln kbps). The black points (*) and lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the close distance parameter. The gray points (*) and lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the far distance parameter.     

Table IV. Coefficient information of the fitted regression models in Figure 6 (same as Table III).
System	a	Std	b	Std	System	a	Std	b	Std
LDA_Close	-8.269	0.608	1.715 	0.102	PCA_Close	1.771	0.464	0.085	0.068







Figure 7. Busyness. For all graphs, the raw data points (x- axis: matching scores for AFR and proportion of yes responses for HFR) are plotted with respect to compression rate (y- axis: in ln kbps). The black points (*) and solid lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the Low spatial - Low temporal busyness parameter. The gray points (*) and solid lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the Low spatial - High temporal busyness parameter. The black points (o) and dashed lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the High spatial - Low temporal busyness parameter. The gray points (o) and dashed lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the High spatial - High temporal busyness parameter.















Figure 8. Scene brightness group. For all graphs, the raw data points (x- axis: matching scores for AFR and proportion of yes responses for HFR) are plotted with respect to compression rate (y- axis: in ln kbps). The black points (*) and solid lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the Bus medium lightness – brightness parameter (Bus). The gray points (*) and solid lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the Daylight medium lightness – brightness parameter (Medium). The black points (o) and dashed lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with Daylight low lightness – brightness parameter (Low). The gray points (o) and dashed lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with the Daylight high lightness – brightness parameter (High). The black points (x) and dotted lines represent raw data and regression models respectively of scenes with Daylight mixed lightness – brightness parameter (Mixed).


















4.3 The most influential scene parameters 

Tables VII to X provide results obtained from factorial regression analysis​[1]​ for face recognition systems AFR-LDA, AFR-KFA, AFR-PCA and HFR respectively. Each table provides calculated coefficients for all the scene parameters (left column) at 10 compression rates in kbps (produced from the MPEG Streamclip encoder) and the reference. The factorial regression (an analysis of variance) executed for the AFR systems was based on Gaussian distribution and for HFR on binomial distribution. 

The calculated coefficients for each parameter at the different combinations of footage (e.g. at 300kbps, 400kbps see Tables VII to X) are scores associating the importance of the parameter to the overall obtained results, from all the scenes, with respect to the rest of the parameters. For example, if the score is negative then it is a penalty score (parameter contributed to lower value of matching score or yes response) and if the score is positive then it is a bonus score (parameter contributed to high value of matching score or yes response). If a parameter does not have a score (does not appear in the table), it is assumed to be zero [25]. The prediction on the performance of a scene with specific parameters is given by adding up the scores of these parameters plus the intercept. Extreme score values are caused when a parameter does not consist with a variety of data. For example, when the reference format of all scenes is compared against itself then the matching scores and proportion of yes responses values are close to 1 for all parameters. In these situations the optimizer in regression overfits the model and becomes more generous with the scores. 

































Table IX. Factorial logistic regression for system AFR - PCA. The table provides the values of the obtained coefficients for each parameter (left column) at different bitrates (i.e. 300kbps, 400kbps and so on). For example, parameter Daylight mixed lightness (Mixed) has scored -0.07 and Daylight low lightness (Low) has score 0.06 at 400kbps. 
kbps	300	400	600	800	1000	1200	1400	1600	1800	2000	Ref












Table X. Factorial logistic regression for system HFR. The table provides the values of the obtained coefficients for each parameter (left column) at different bitrates (i.e. 300kbps, 400kbps and so on). For example, parameter Daylight mixed lightness (Mixed) has scored 1.10 and Daylight low lightness (Low) has score -17.01 at 400kbps. 
kbps	300	400	600	800	1000	1200	1400	1600	1800	2000	Ref















The produced similarity scores, for all AFR systems, between reference MPEG-2 format and original recorded DV format were very similar, indicating no difference between the original recorded and the assigned reference footage. Results between human and automated identification systems were compared and relevant correlations were drawn between the performance of each system and the selected scene parameters. 

In the global performance analysis, results show that the automated recognition systems are more tolerant to compression than humans (Figure 4). Each recognition system has performed differently, since none of the global performance models between the systems overlap (Table II). Furthermore, the results in Table II indicate a significant correlation between increase values of matching scores with increased bitrate for LDA and KFA, but not for PCA, clearly indicated in Figure 4. Significant correlation between increase of proportion of yes responses with increased bitrate for the HFR system is also indicated. All the systems have performed well, apart from PCA, when the reference was compared with itself. This could be because the average value among the 8 images depicted the same individual (8 known × 8 known) was used instead of the exact matching of the images. 

More detailed results relating to how the systems have performed with scenes of various parameters are provided in sections 4.2 and 4.3. Under the angle to the camera plane group (Figure 5 and Table III), the LDA and HFR systems have produced different curve models. This indicates that for LDA frontal scenes have produced higher scores than tilted scenes, and for HFR that tilted scenes have produced higher scores than frontal scenes. Whereas the curve models for KFA and PCA overlap indicating no difference between scenes with title and frontal parameters (intercept and slope overlap). For humans, the frontal scenes include more facial information than the tilted scenes and as a result have been affected more by compression. 

For the camera to subject distance group (Figure 6 and Table IV), the LDA and KFA systems have produced different curve models (indicating close scenes have produced higher scores than far scenes), whereas the curve models for HFR and PCA overlap (indicating no difference between these two parameters - intercept overlap but not slope). All systems (Figure 5) illustrate a tendency for the close distance parameter scenes to have scored higher than the far distance parameter scenes. 

For the busyness group (Figure 7 and Table V), the LDA system has produced different curve models (Low spatial Low temporal scenes have produced the lowest scores) from the rest models. For the HFR system, the High temporal High spatial model is different from the rest models and the rest models are all overlapping with each other. KFA and PCA have produced models that overlap (either intercept or slope or both). 

As the number of parameters under each group increases, it becomes more difficult to derive conclusions on the derived regression models. For example, the brightness group consists of 5 parameters distributed across 25 scenes and most of the derived models overlap (Figure 8 and Table VI). In a future investigation more scenes should be included. Nonetheless, the graphs in Figure 8 can still be observed to understand tendencies. For the automated systems, mixed brightness scenes were the most affected (i.e. produced the lowest matching scores) and low brightness scenes were the least affected (i.e. produced the higher matching scores) by compression. In contrast for humans, low brightness scenes were the most affected and, medium and mixed brightness scenes the least affected by compression. 





In this investigation one HFR and three AFR systems are tested using controlled footage in terms of conveyed information in order to allow a better understanding on how the systems perform. Overall, automated recognition systems are more tolerant to compression than humans. In addition, the performance of the AFR systems is dependent on different face/scene parameters. This is perhaps against all the research investment in image processing for optimizing facial images for AFR as normally these apply optimization techniques according to what human perception considers a good quality image (e.g. a well-illuminated scenes) [26]. Findings in this investigation have shown AFR systems performing better with under-exposed (low brightness) than well-illuminated (medium brightness) scenes. This is the opposite of what human’s perceive as a good quality facial image. 

Also, often the term image quality for security applications is used similarly for both humans and automated systems[27] whilst this investigation proves that different scene parameters influence identification systems differently. The term “image quality” has been defined by imaging scientists to be strictly subjective [28, 29]. Perhaps, a new definition such as image acceptance could be employed for automated systems that will relate to the parameter acceptance by the system/algorithm to complete the recognition task. 
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^1	  This was performed using the following command line in R: LogisticModel <- glm(System Score ~ Brightness+Distance+Angle+Busyness, family = binomial – for HFR, or Gaussian – for AFR)
